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An approximation of the real line shape of a sintillation detetor with a gen-
eralized gamma distribution is proposed. The approximation desribes the ideal
sintillation line shape better than the onventional normal distribution. Two pa-
rameters of the proposed funtion are uniquely dened by the rst two moments of
the detetor response.
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1 Introdution
It is known that the response of a sintillation detetor an't be approximated by a
symmetri shape sine the line skewness is not zero [1℄ (see also disussion below).
An example of the situation where the deviations of the line shape from a gaussian
an lead to systemati errors is the searh for the eets on the tail of beta-spetra:
smearing of the spetrum due to the detetor's nite resolution provides a stronger
underlying bakground in omparison to what one would expet in the ase of a
gaussian line shape.
The purpose of this work is to provide a simple analytial expression for the
asymmetrial shape approximating the orresponding ideal sintillation detetor
1
response for average sintillation intensity ounting from tens to hundreds of regis-
tered photoeletrons.
2 Ideal sintillation detetor
The statistial properties of a sintillation detetor response were studied by Breit-
enberg [1℄ and independently by Wright [2℄. They showed that the relative variane
vQ ≡ σ
2
Q
µ2
of the sintillation detetor pulse height is:
vQ = vT + (1 + vT )(vn − 1
n
) +
1 + v1
µ
, (1)
where vT is the relative variane of the photons transfer eieny, µ is the mean
signal registered at the photomultiplier (PMT) anode, measured in photoeletrons
(p.e.), n is the mean number of photons produed in a sintillation event and vn
is a relative variane of the number of photons (whih redues to
1
n
in the ase of
the normal or Poisson variane), and v1 =
(
σ1
q1
)2
is a relative variane of the single
photoeletron response (s.e.r.) of the photomultiplier (q1 and σ1 are mean position
and variane of the single p.e. peak).
We will onsider an ideal detetor with the following features:
1. anode signal for a single registered photoeletron is desribed by normal dis-
tribution;
2. the photoeletrons are registered statistially independent;
3. the number of registered photoeletrons (p.e.) n for a monoenergeti soure
with a mean number of registered p.e. µ, follows a Poisson distribution,
P (n) = µ
n
n!
e−µ;
4. intrinsi line-width of the sintillator is negligible, the variane of the number
of sintillation photons is normal;
5. the detetor is spatially uniform, i.e. events with the same energy produe
idential responses on the average at any position inside the detetor;
6. noises in the system are negligible.
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As it will be shown below, ondition (1) is essential only when registering on the
average small numbers of p.e. in an event, µ . 8. Condition (2) is satised
pratially automatially in the ase of detetor with many PMTs working in single-
eletron regime, but ould be questionable for a sintillator rystal oupled to a
single PMT. Assumption (3) is natural, but (4) an need further validation in a
real-world detetor (espeially in the ase of the solid-state sintillators). Condition
(5) is diult to satisfy for large volume detetors, but in the ase of a spatially
non- uniform detetor it is enough to introdue an additional parameter vT , dened
above, to improve the t quality. An example of tting the
14
C beta- deay spetrum
in a large volume non-uniform detetor will be given below (see subsetion 5.3).
In [3℄ the ase of a real sintillation detetor with many PMTs is onsidered,
and it is shown that in the above assumptions (1) redues to:
vQ =
1 + v1
µ
, (2)
where v1 is a relative variane of the single photoeletron response averaged
over all PMTs of the detetor. Thus the sintillation detetor onsisting of many
idential PMTs, surrounding the sintillator an be onsidered as one PMT with an
extended photoathode. For this reason the terms PMT and the detetor will
not be distinguished in the following disussion.
If the PMT response (anode output pulse height q) to preisely n photoeletrons
is fn(q), and the number of the registered photoeletrons is distributed aording
to distribution P (n), then the PMT response funtion an be written as f(q) =∑
P (n)fn. The PMT response funtion here is the probability density funtion
(p.d.f.), it is normalized to the unity. At the absene of photoeletrons at the input
of the eletron multiplier (n = 0) the PMT is registering the noise of the system in
aordane with the p.d.f. f0(q). Using the assumption of statistial independene
of the registered photoeletrons one an write the p.d.f. of registering preisely
n photoeletrons as a onvolution of n independent single-photoeletron signals
fn = f1 ⊗ ... ⊗ f1. If f1 is desribed with a normal distribution, then fn follows a
normal distribution as well, with mean n · q1 and variane σn =
√
nσ1.
With a proper hoie of f1(q) funtion the p.d.f. of the PMT response an be
onstruted at any mean sintillation intensity µ:
f(q) =
∑
n=0
P (n)fn(q) = P (0)f0(q) +
∑
n=1
P (n)fn(q)⊗ f0(q). (3)
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The Fourier transform of (3) gives the harateristi funtion:
χ(s) = P (0)χ0(s) +
∑
n=1
P (n)χn1 (s)χ0(s), (4)
where χ1(s) and χ0(s) are harateristi funtions of the single photoeletron
response and noise, respetively.
For the ase of the Poisson distribution of the probability to register preisely
n p.e. in a sintillation event of mean intensity µ p.e., the ontributions from
n = 1, 2... p.e. an be summed in and (4) an be rewritten in a more ompat way:
χ(s) = e−µχ0(s) +
∑
n=1
µn
n!
e−µχn1 (s)χ0(s) = e
µ(χ1(s)−1)χ0(s). (5)
The analogous formula an be obtained for the generating funtion by using the
elementary fats from the theory of branhing proesses [4℄. In fat, omitting the
noise term, equation (5) orresponds to a 2-stage asade devie: the photoathode
and eletrostati fousing system providing on the average µ Poisson-distributed
photoeletrons at the entrane of the eletron multiplier with generating funtion
G2(s) = e
µ(s−1)
; and the eletron multiplier itself with a single photoeletron re-
sponse at anode f1(q) with orresponding generating funtion G1(s). The resulting
generating funtion has the same form as (5): G(s) = G2(G1(s)) = e
µ(G1(s)−1)
,
exept of the noise term χ0(s).
Omitting the noise term, equation (3) gets the form f(x) =
∑
n=0 P (n)fn(x)
with harateristi funtion χ(s) = eµ(χ1(s)−1), whih denes the so alled om-
pound Poisson distribution: the probability distribution of a "Poisson-distributed
number" of independent identially-distributed random variables [5℄. In our ase
the elementary distribution is the s.e.r., and the number of the independently reg-
istered photoeletrons varies in aordane with Poisson distribution (assumptions
2 and 3).
The inverse transform of (5) in some speial ases of χ1(s) an be performed
analytially, for example, the ase of an exponential single photoeletron response
was onsidered by Presott in [6℄.
An example of realisti funtion f1(q) is shown in Fig.1. This is the average
response observed for the ETL9351 photomultiplier used in the Borexino detetor
[7℄, the measured mean relative variane over a set of 2200 PMTs seleted for the
detetor is v1 = 0.34 [8℄. If the single photoeletron response of PMT and noise
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funtion are known, then formula (5) an be used to onstrut the PMT response
for any µ for whih the basi assumptions are valid. The method based on the use
of transform (5) has been suessfully applied to t the experimental spetra ob-
tained with eletrostatially foused hybrid photomultiplier tubes for few registered
photoeletrons (µ = 2.66 and µ = 6.36 p.e.) in [9℄, where formula (5) was alled
"light spetra sum rule".
It should be noted that single photoeletron spetra of the photomultiplier stud-
ied in [9℄ has a very narrow single p.e. peak, so that the detetor response to
µ = 6.36 has "ne struture peaks around the values orresponding to integer
numbers of the registered harge. In this artile we onsider a ase of µ≫ µ0 with
µ0 big enough to make the ontribution of the rst resolved n−fold photoeletron
peaks to be negligibly small. The parameter µ0 an be obtained from the following
onsiderations. The PMT response to preisely n p.e. (n-fold peak) with inrease
of n onverges very fast to a normal distribution with q = nq1 and σ
2 = nσ21 as it
follows from the entral limit theorem. In pratie the PMT response to as low as
n ≥ 3 p.e. an be approximated by a gaussian, see i.e. [10℄. The (n-1)-fold and
n-fold peaks are not resolved if the half width on the half heights resolution of the
n-th peak is worse than
1
2
q1:
√
2ln2
√
nσ21 >
1
2
q1, i.e. n >
0.18
v1
. The ontribution
of responses from few photoeletrons dereases very fast with the inrease of µ. It
is easy to hek that the ondition P (0) + P (1) + P (2) < 0.01 is satised already
at µ0 ≃ 8 p.e. In this ase instead of the real shape f1(q) of the PMT single ele-
tron response one an hoose the gaussian approximation for the funtion f1(q),
with mean q1 and variane σ1 oiniding with the orresponding parameters of the
real-shape funtion. Indeed, the response funtions for 3 and more p.e. are well
approximated by a normal distribution, and 0,1 and 2 photoeletrons ontribute
less than 1% to the total spetrum (see also Fig.2).
In suh a way an ideal detetor response is desribed by the inverse transform
of (5) with χ1(s) orresponding to the harateristi funtion of a gaussian with the
mean value and variane of the orresponding single photoeletron response:
χ1(s) = e
− 1
2
σ2
1
s2eiq1s. (6)
In the following disussion we all the "ideal" detetor response obtained from
(5) by using χ1(s) from (6), and we let the "real" detetor response to refer to
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Figure 1: An example of the single eletron response
(5) with χ1(s) obtained by transforming the real shape of the single photoeletron
response. The dierene between the "real" and "ideal" sintillation response van-
ishes very fast with the inrease of µ (at µ & 8 p.e.). We have hosen the gaussian
shape for s.e.r. for onveniene, but any appropriate s.e.r. line shape an be used
(with a relative variane that of real s.e.r.). This is illustrated in Fig.2, where the
theoretial photomultiplier responses for µ = 3 p.e. obtained for 3 dierent s.e.r.
funtion (realisti from Fig.1, gaussian and retangular) with the same mean value
and variane, are plotted. One an see that the dierene is notieable only at the
registered harge Q < 3 p.e., the tail of the PMT response is modeled equally good
with the gaussian and retangular s.e.r. funtions
1
.
1
So, attempts to evaluate the single eletron response spetrum at µ & 1 seems to be senseless
for the PMT spetra with unresolved s.e.r. (v1 > 0.18), in the best ase one an sueed to extrat
q1 and v1values, but not the details of the s.e.r. shape.
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Figure 2: Photomultiplier response obtained for 3 dierent single eletron response
funtions for the ase µ = 3 p.e.
3 The normal distribution as a limit ase for ideal
sintillation detetor response
The ideal detetor response onverges quikly to the normal distribution as µ grows.
In fat, the Poisson distribution of the primary photoeletrons at the input of the
eletron multiplier onverges to a normal distribution for big µ. The variane in
the multipliation of the photoeletrons arriving at the eletron multiplier, for high
µ values an be onsidered roughly the same for all possible values of the registered
number of photoeletrons (σ(µ+∆µ) =
√
µ(1+v1)+
1
2
1+v1√
µ
∆µ+.. ≃ σ(µ)). So, in the
big µ limit the ideal response onverges to the onvolution of two gaussian proesses
whih give a normal distribution with the mean value and variane, respetively:
q = µ · q1,
σ2 = (1 + v1) · q
2
µ
= (q21 + σ
2
1)µ, (7)
oiniding with the values found above onsidering statistial properties of the sin-
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tillation registration proess. We assume that the sale is alibrated in photoele-
trons, i.e. q1 = 1 (otherwise it is neessary to pass to variable
q
q1
). The harateristi
funtion for a gaussian p.d.f. is:
χ(s) = e−
1
2
σ2qs
2
eiqs (8)
and it is apparently dierent from an ideal shape harateristi funtion (5) with
χ1(s) from (6). Moreover, one an alulate the moments of the ideal sintillator
response from its generating funtion:
Mn = (−i)nd
nχ(s)
dsn
|s=0, (9)
and hek that only the rst two moments of the gaussian and ideal responses are
equal. The third entral moment alulated for the ideal response isM c3 = (1+3v1)µ
whih neither oinides with that of a normal distribution (it is simply zero), nor
onverges to it with inreasing µ. Only the skew s ≡ Mc3
σ
3
2
, whih is a measure of the
distribution asymmetry, indeed onverges to zero slowly enough as
1+3v1
(1+v1)
3
2
1√
µ
.
Although the normal approximation of the sintillation line shape is quite om-
mon [1℄, there are situations in whih its use leads to systemati errors in the
parameter denition. Two examples will be onsidered below (see setion 5). In
order to resolve this problem, a better approximation of an ideal sintillation shape
is needed.
4 The generalized gamma distribution as a limiting
ase for the ideal response
We will searh for a funtion with the following properties:
1. the funtion onverges to a normal distribution for µ→∞;
2. it has the mean value and variane oiniding with that of the ideal sintillator
response;
3. it approximates the ideal sintillator response better than a onventional nor-
mal distribution;
4. it is asymmetri with a skew dereasing as
1√
µ
, and gives a better approxima-
tion of the distribution tail.
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In literature the suessful usage of the 2-parameter gamma- distribution to ap-
proximate the output pulse height spetra of sintillation detetors is reported,
with better results in omparison with a normal approximation [11℄,[12℄. We were
not able to get a good agreement with the response funtion of an ideal detetor
using the above- mentioned distribution, so we have hosen a power transformed
gamma distribution (also known as generalized gamma distribution) as a andidate:
f(x;m,α, β) =
m
Γ(α)
βmαxmα−1e−(βx)
m
. (10)
The distribution desribes a variety of well-known 1 and 2-parameter probability
laws as speial ases; more details regarding the distribution properties an be found
in [13℄. A physial basis for the generalized gamma distribution has been disussed
by Lienhard and Meyer in [14℄.
We start by tting the ideal sintillator response for dierent µ values using
(10) with 3 free parameters. It has been disovered that over a wide region of µ the
value of parameter m is lose to 2, thus we x it at this value and use the following
distribution as an approximation of the ideal shape response (redening β2 from
(10) as β):
g(q;α, β) = 2βαΓ−1(α)q2α−1e−βq
2
, (11)
with parameters α and β providing equality of the mean value and variane of
(11) to the orresponding values of the ideal sintillation response. It is easy to
hek that the moment of order n of the distribution (11) is:
Mn = β
−n
2
Γ(α + n
2
)
Γ(α)
.
The parameters α and β an be dened from the system of equations:
{
q ≡ µ = Γ(α+ 12 )
Γ(α)
β−
1
2
q2 ≡ µ2 + σ2 = α
β
(12)
A reipe for the approximate solution of the system is given in Appendix A. An
alternative way of alulating the parameters α and β based on the equality of the
rst two even moments of (11) to the orresponding values of the ideal sintillation
response, is presented in Appendix B.
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It is important to stress that a speial ase m = 2 is found in many physial
appliations: in hydrology it is known either as hydrograh distribution [14℄, or in
ountries where the Russian hydrology shool has beome more familiar, as the
Kritskiy- Menkel distribution [15℄; in radio-engineering variants of the generalized
gamma-distribution are widely used to desribe radio waves propagation in fading
environment (Nakagami distribution [16℄); some further examples an be found in
[17℄
2
.
In the limit α → ∞ the distribution g(q) onverges to a normal distribution
[18℄, the ondition 2 is satised automatially, onditions 3 and 4 have been heked
numerially in a wide range of µ values. As it an be seen in Fig.3 the generalized
gamma distribution approximates the ideal response better than a gaussian. Fig.4
presents results of numerial alulations of the deviation of the gaussian (with the
mean value and variane that of an ideal response) and the shape obtained with
(11) from the ideal response alulated as:
∫ µ+5σ
µ−5σ
|g(q)− f(q)|dq, (13)
and has a simple mathematial interpretation. In Fig.4 one an see that the devi-
ation of the generalized gamma-distribution from the ideal one alulated by using
(13) is an order of magnitude lower than that in the gaussian distribution ase.
The quality of the t in the tail has been heked by alulating the integral
in the region [µ + 2σ;∞] for the ideal and generalized gamma- distributions. The
integral of the gaussian in this region is onstant dened by the omplementary
errors funtion: 0.5erfc(
√
2). The umulative distribution orresponding to the
density (11) is:
G(x) ≡
∫ x
0
g(x)dx = γ(α, βx2), (14)
where γ(α, x) is the normalized inomplete gamma funtion. The integral in the
tail is 1−G(µ+ 2σ).
Integral in the tail for the ideal response was alulated by using the original
denition (3):
2
In [13℄ the ase m = 2 is alled Stratonovih distribution. We were unable to nd the
orresponding referene in literature.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the ideal sintillation response with the gaussian and the
model by means of a generalized gamma distribution for µ =10, 20, 50 and 200
p.e. Responses obtained by using the realisti s.e.r. funtion (see Fig.1) are not
distinguishable from the ideal sintillation response in all the above plots.
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Gaussian Response 
Gen Gamma Response
Figure 4: The deviation of the response onstruted by using the generalized gamma
funtion from the ideal one is an order of magnitude lower than that for the orre-
sponding gaussian. The deviation was alulated by means of (13).
t =
n=Nmax∑
n=Nmin
P (n)
1
2
erfc
(
2σ√
2v1n
)
,
with Nmin = max([µ − 2σ], 0) and Nmax = µ + 5σ. The results are presented in
Fig.5. One an see that the gamma distribution gives a better approximation of
the distribution tail than the gaussian one.
The most probable value of distribution (11) orresponds to qˆ =
√
1
β
(α− 1
2
)
[17℄, it an be seen that qˆ is shifted to the left from the mean value µ by ≃ 1+v1
2
.
5 Two examples
The preision of the desription of the spetra of a real sintillation detetor with
respet to dierent approximations of the response funtion has been veried by
using both the real data of the Counting Test Faility (CTF, [19℄) of the Borexino
detetor [7℄, and the data obtained with the Monte Carlo model of the CTF detetor.
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Figure 5: The ideal sintillation response tail is reprodued very well for µ & 8 p.e.
The orresponding gaussian response tail does not depend on µ and is dened by
1
2
erfc(
√
2).
In the present artile we onsider only the MC data, the results of omparison of
the theoretial model with the real CTF data will be presented by the Borexino
ollaboration.
The large volume liquid sintillator detetor CTF is a prototype of the solar
neutrino detetor Borexino. The CTF was used to develop the methods of deep pu-
riation of the liquid sintillator and water from the natural radioative impurities.
The CTF onsists of 3.7 tones of liquid sintillator on the base of pseudoumene
(C9H12), ontained in a transparent spherial inner vessel with a radius of 1 m, and
viewed by 100 photomultipliers (PMTs) mounted on an open spherial steel support
struture. The PMTs are equipped with light onentrator ones to inrease the
light olletion eieny; the total geometrial overage of the system is 21%. The
radius of the sphere passing through the opening of the light ones is 2.73 m. The
entire detetor is plaed inside a ylindrial tank with water, whih provides shield-
ing against external gammas. On the bottom of the tank another 16 PMTs are
mounted to identify osmi muons by their Cherenkov light produed in the water.
The detailed desription of the CTF detetor an be found in [19℄. The CTF has
been in operation sine 1993. At present it is in its third data-taking ampaign
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(CTF3) with the main goal of tuning the puriation strategy for the Borexino
detetor. The data olleted with an upgraded version of the CTF were used by
Borexino ollaboration in order to searh for a number of possible manifestations
of non-standard physis, a review of experimental results an be found in [20℄.
The Monte Carlo model of the CTF detetor was developed on the basis of
EGS-4 ode [21℄ to hek the validity of the bakground interpretation. It aounts
for the dependene of the light yield on the energy (ionization quenhing) and on
the position where energy was deposited inside the detetor. The model has been
alibrated with the CTF data and desribes the CTF experimental spetra with
a satisfatory preision. For the purposes of the present work, the model of the
detetor response was hanged to take into aount the deviations of the response
funtion from the normal one (the standard program uses the normal approximation
of the response funtion).
5.1 Monoenergeti line
The detetor response to the monoenergeti partile has been modeled with the
MC method. The partile energy was hosen in order to provide the number of
registered photoeletrons, µ = 150 p.e. The number is big enough to ensure good
approximation with a gaussian shape. Indeed, the proessing of the CTF data by
using this approximation was suessfully applied even for lower values of the mean
registered harge [22℄.
The response of the detetor was generated in the following way. First, the mean
number µ0 of p.e. registered at one PMT was dened as µ0 = µ/NPMT , where NPMT
is the total number of the PMTs in the detetor. Then in eah event for eah PMT
the Poisson- distributed number K of registered p.e. was generated, and, nally,
the registered anode harge was simulated using the gaussian approximation of the
PMT signal with mean µ = K and variane σ2µ = v1K. The response of the detetor
is the sum of signals over all PMTs of the detetor. N = 106 events were simulated.
The MC data were t with the gaussian response funtion and with the response
funtion based on the generalized gamma- distribution. The results of the t are pre-
sented in Table 1 and Fig.6. The mean values and the normalization are reprodued
well for the gaussian and generalized gamma line shapes; the dierene in varianes
is within the statistial preision of the method. The χ2 value for the gaussian ase
exludes the hypothesis of the normal line shape; in the ase of the non-gaussian
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shape we have a good math of the data with the model (χ2/n.d.f. = 111.6/116,
the number of degrees of freedom (n.d.f.) here is the number of bins used in the t
with the number of free parameters subtrated). We have found no dierene when
applying method A or B (see Appendix A and B) to estimate of parameters of the
non-gaussian line shape.
As it is noted above, Presott in [6℄ obtained a preise line shape for the ase of
an exponential single photoeletron response f1(x) =
1
a
e−
x
a
, x ≥ 0, it reads:
f(x) =
1
a
√
µe−µ
(x
a
)− 1
2
e−
x
a I1(2
√
µ
x
a
), (15)
where I1 is a modied Bessel funtion of the rst kind for an imaginary argument.
The slope of an exponential distribution oinides with its mean value, i.e. q1 =
a. The variane of the single eletron exponential response doesn't depend on
parameter a and is vexp1 = 2. It is lear that formula (15) an't be diretly applied
to t the real sintillation shape. The way to solve this problem was pointed out
in [6℄: it is enough to treat a =
σ2
Q
2µ
as a sale parameter, the variane in this ase
will sale as
√
a and the mean value as a. In order to preserve the mean value and
variane in the original sale, we multiply µ by a sale parameter s = 2µ
σ2
Q
= 2
1+v1
,
and as before set q1 = 1:
f(x) = s
√
µse−µs(xs)−
1
2 e−xsI1(2s
√
µx). (16)
Now formula (16) an be used to t the sintillation line, the results are pre-
sented in Table 1. Comparing the χ2 values one an see that the quality of the
t with Presott formula is worse than in the ase of the t with the general-
ized gamma funtion, but muh better than in the ase of the t with the normal
distribution. The quantitative omparison of the models an be performed using
Fisher's F-distribution as a signiane test:
χ2
2
χ2
1
= F (α, ν, ν), where ν is a num-
ber of the degrees of freedom and α is a ondene level [23℄. Solving equation
F (α, 116, 116) = 1883/111.6 with respet to α one an exlude the gaussian shape
with a .l. more than 99.99%. The sintillation line shape is desribed better by
Presott's formula (as an be seen from the omparison of χ2 values in Table 1) and
the exlusion .l. is smaller, but Presott's model fails to desribe the data with
high preision as the generalized gaussian distribution does.
The obtained results have demonstrated very weak sensitivity of the real line
shape to the shape of the s.e.r., so one an hoose any onvenient s.e.r. shape in
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µ σQ Norm (×106) χ2/n.d.f.
MC input 150.00 14.18 1.000
Gauss 150.01±0.05 14.19±0.03 1.000±0.001 1883/116
Gen.gamma 150.02±0.05 14.17±0.03 1.000±0.001 111.6/116
Presott 149.52±0.05 14.19±0.03 1.000±0.001 329.0/116
Table 1: Charateristis of three dierent ts of the monoenergeti line.
order to invert formula (5).
5.2
14C beta spetrum: MC model of the experimental data
The major part of the bakground in the ultra-pure CTF in the energy region up to
200 keV is indued by β-ativity of 14C [24℄, whih is present in the organi liquid
sintillator at the level of 10−18 g/g. The β-deay of 14C is an allowed ground-
state to ground-state (0+ → 1+) Gamow-Teller transition with an endpoint energy
of E0 = 156 keV and half life of 5730 years. The end-point of the deay is used
in CTF to establish the energy sale, thus the preision of the modeling of
14
C
spetrum denes the preision of the energy sale alibration.
The beta energy spetrum with a massless neutrino an be written in the fol-
lowing form [25℄:
dN(E) ∼ F (Z,E)C(E)pE(Q−E)2dE (17)
where
E and p are the total eletron energy and momentum;
F (E,Z) is the Fermi funtion with orretion of sreening aused by atomi
eletrons;
C(E) ontains departures from the allowed shape.
For F (E,Z) we have used the funtion from [26℄ whih agrees with tabulated
values of the relativisti alulation [27℄. A sreening orretion has been made by
Rose's method [28℄ with sreening potential V0 = 495 eV. The
14C spetrum shape
fator an be parametrized as C(E) = 1 + αE (see [29℄ for more details), the value
of the parameter α was xed at the value α = −0.7 MeV−1.
The deviations of the light yield from the linear law have been taken into a-
ount by using the ionization deit funtion f(kB, E), where kB is Birks' onstant
[30℄. To alulate the ionization quenhing eet for the sintillator on the base of
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Figure 6: Comparison of the MC generated monoenergeti response t using the
normal (left) and generalized gamma (right) distributions. To the non-ritial eye
the both ts are omparable in the region µ±2σ, however, the deviations in the tail
for the gaussian distribution are evident. The χ2 = 111.6 value for the generalized
gamma distribution is lose to the number of the degrees of freedom (n.d.f.=116)
while for the normal distribution the χ2/n.d.f = 1883/116 exludes the normal-
distribution hypothesis.
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pseudoumene, we used the KB program from the CPC library [31℄. The value of
the ionization quenhing parameter kB = 0.017 m
−1
MeV
−1
was xed at the value
found by independent experiments. The radial dependene of the mean registered
harge on the point of interation inside the detetor has been aounted for with
the fR(r) funtion, obtained from the experimental data (see [3℄). For onveniene
the value of the fR funtion at the detetor's enter was assumed to be the unity,
fR(0) = 1.
The response of the detetor for an event of
14
C deay was generated in the
following way. First, the event energy E was generated aording to the spetrum
(17), and the position of the event was generated in assumption of uniform dis-
tribution of
14
C deay events in the detetor volume. Then the mean number of
p.e. has been dened, registered for an event of energy E ourring at distane r
from the detetor enter, taking into aount detetor's non-uniformity and non-
proportionality of the light yield on the energy:
Q(E, r) = A · E · fR(r) · f(kB, E),
where A is the sintillator spei light yield measured in photoeletrons per
MeV.
Then in eah event for eah PMT the mean value of registered number of p.e.
has been dened, and the registered p.e. number K was generated aording to
the orresponding Poisson distribution. Finally, the registered anode harge was
simulated by using a gaussian approximation of the PMT signal with mean µ = K
and variane σ2µ = v1K. The response of the detetor is the sum of the signals
over all PMTs of the detetor. N = 5× 107 event were simulated, that orresponds
approximately to 3 years of ontinuous data taking with the CTF detetor.
The exponential underlying bakground has been added to the
14
C β-spetrum
to simulate the realisti situation. We have taken the parameters of the exponential
observed in the CTF detetor. This bakground is mainly due to the external γ's
from deays of elements from
238
U and
232
Th hains in the water shield.
5.3
14C beta spetrum: tting MC data with model funtion
The real detetor response to uniformly distributed events is not spatially uniform.
To take into aount the additional pulse height variane we exploit formula [3℄:
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σ2Q = (1 + v1)Q + vTQ
2, (18)
where
Q = A · E · f(kB, E) · fR is the mean total registered harge for the events of the
energy E uniformly distributed over the detetor volume. fR is the mean
value of the fR(r) funtion over the detetor volume;
v1 =
1
NPMT
∑NPMT
i=1 siv1i is the relative variane of the PMT single photoeletron
harge spetrum (v1i) averaged over all PMTs of the detetor (NPM in
total) taking into aount the i-th PMT relative sensitivity si. For the
CTF detetor this parameter has been dened with a high preision
during aeptane tests [8℄ and turns out to be v1 = 0.34;
A is the sintillator spei light yield measured in photoeletrons per
MeV;
vT is the relative variane of the photon transfer eieny, mainly due
to the spatial non-uniformity of the detetor. Among other additional
ontributions there is the intrinsi sintillator line width, the preision
of the detetor alibration, the preision of zero signal denition, et.
There is now need to keep these additive parameters apart, so in the
model we have left the only parameter. In the MC modeling these
additional ontributions were set to zero, but, nevertheless, parameter
vT remained free, see disussion below.
The MC spetrum was modeled with a sum of two omponents: (1) onvolution of
the
14C beta spetrum with the detetor resolution funtion with 3 free parameters:
total normalization N , light yield A, and additional variane vT ; (2) an additional
exponential bakground with 2 free parameters.
The nal model funtion S(Q) has 5 free parameters and is presented as:
S(Q) = N0
∫
N(E(Q′))
dE
dQ
Res(Q,Q′)dQ′ + ExpBkg(Q), (19)
where Res(Q,Q′) is the detetor response funtion, and N(E) is the 14C beta-
spetrum (17).
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Figure 7: Residual of the t of the data using the normal and generalized gamma
distributions (the region up to 100 p.e. is shown). The residual of the t with the
normal distribution (upper plot) has two fake peaks in the region of the
14C tail.
This is a typial situation for the resolution funtion mismath. The t of the same
data with the generalized gamma funtion (lower plot) has no pronouned artifats
in the region of the
14C beta-spetrum tail.
A Norm (×106) Slope χ2/n.d.f.
MC input 391.8 5.000 100.0
Gauss 387.8±0.3 (-13σ) 5.174±0.010 (+17σ) 99.2±0.5 (−2σ) 279.7/214
Gen.Gamma 394.0±0.3 (+7 σ) 5.033±0.008 (+4σ) 100.0±0.3 (0σ) 211.3/214
Table 2: Parameters of the model tting the CTF MC
14
C spetrum. Errors ited
for eah parameter are 68% .l. errors obtained while studying the χ2-prole. The
value in parenthesis near every tting parameter gives a deviation from the nominal
value in units of the standard deviation for the orresponding parameter.
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Figure 8: Fit of MC
14
C spetrum with a model funtion (only the region up to 100
p.e. is shown). The t region 30-250 p.e. orresponds to 91-681 keV.
The results of the t of the experimental data with the gaussian and non-
gaussian line shapes in 30-250 p.e. region, are presented in Table 2. Again, the
χ2 is muh better for the non-gaussian line shape. The omparison of the models
exludes the gaussian shape on the .l. of 98% (solution of F (α, ν, ν) = 279.7/211.3
with ν = 214 gives α = 2× 10−2).
This time relatively big deviations in parameters have been found when apply-
ing dierent resolution funtions. The deviations for parameters are bigger than
statistially allowed, so it should be treated as systemati errors. As it follows from
Table 2, the error in the light yield denition for the ase of the gaussian line shape
is −1%, the error of the total normalization is +3.5%. With the generalized gamma
funtion the error in light yield is smaller: +0.6%, the same error has the total
normalization.
It is not impliitly assumed that additional broadening of the sintillation line
shape (vTQ
2
) is distributed in the same way as the main ontribution (1+v1)Q. The
statement is not true in general, espeially for big Q values where vTQ
2
term an
dominate in the response. In our ase the main term dominates, that is onrmed
by the quality of the t, so the preise distribution for the additional line broadening
an be negleted. The prie paid for this simpliation is the observed systematial
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deviations.
When tting the monoenergeti line from α−deays of 214Po without seleting
the detetor entral region the quality of the t is muh worse at the left side of the
peak. In the ase of
14
C spetrum these imperfetions on the left side are overed
due to the fast derease in the spetrum and the gaussian shape is justied. On the
right side the proper desription of the sintillation line tail is important beause of
the same fat of the fast derease of the spetrum. In the ase of the monoenergeti
line the true shape of the distribution of the mean values over the detetor volume,
has to be taken into aount.
6 Conlusions
An approximation of the real line shape of the sintillation detetor with the gen-
eralized gamma distribution has been proposed. The approximation desribes the
ideal sintillation line shape better than the widely used normal distribution. Two
parameters of the proposed funtion are uniquely dened by the rst two moments
of the detetor response or by the rst two even moments. The omputational om-
plexity of the resolution funtion alulation is omparable to that of the normal
resolution.
It has been demonstrated that the ideal detetor response to many photoele-
trons (µ & 8) loose the sensitivity to the shape of the single eletron response of a
photomultiplier and the only important parameter is the s.e.r. relative variane. In
analytial alulations any onvenient funtion an be used instead of a real s.e.r.
While for the relatively "at" experimental spetra one an hardly expet the
enhanement of the overall quality of the t, in the ase of the fast-varying distribu-
tions, suh as tails of the β−spetrum, the use of the proposed resolution funtion
allows one to exlude the artifats assoiated with resolution mismath, and avoid
systematis errors as demonstrated by the example with the
14
C spetrum t.
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Appendix A
An approximate solution of system (12) an be obtained using the following expan-
sion [32℄:
Γ(α + 1
2
)
Γ(α)
=
√
α
(
1− 1
8α
+
1
128α2
+
5
1024α3
− 21
32768α4
+ ...
)
(20)
For big µ the expansion onverges fast beause of α ∼ µ. Taking three rst terms
and substituting β in the rst equation, we obtain a simple quadrati equation
f(α) ≡ 1− 1
8α
+
1
128α2
=
µ√
µ2 + σ2
with the only positive root:
α0 =
1 +
√
2µ√
µ2+σ2
− 1
16(1− µ√
µ2+σ2
)
, (21)
whih gives the solution with a relative preision of ∼ 10−3 for µ > 10. A more
aurate solution an be obtained by using more terms from the expansion (20).
Assuming that more aurate solution has a form α = α0+∆α and developing f(α)
and two remaining terms from (20) into a Tailor series keeping only a linear term
with respet to ∆α, we obtain a linear equation for ∆α with the following solution:
∆α =
21
32
− 5α0
128α20 − 16α0 − 15 + 218α0
. (22)
Equation (22) gives the relative preision of the parameter estimation of . 10−4
at µ = 20, at µ = 100 it is ≃ 10−7.
Appendix B
In radio-engineering the generalized gamma-distribution variant are widely used to
desribe radio waves propagation in fading environment. One of the most popular
is the m-distribution proposed by Nakagami [16℄ in the funtional form
p(R) =
2mmR2m−1
Γ(m)Ωm
e−
m
Ω
R2 ,
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where Ω = R2, and m is the inverse of the relative variane of R2. The advan-
tages of this equation are simple rules to alulate the parameters.
In fat, for the even moments of (11) the system of two equations for α and β
will not ontain gamma- funtions. Using the parameters α and β we an write the
seond and the fourth moments:
{
q2 = α
β
q4 = β−2 Γ(2+α)
Γ(α)
= q2 · (q2 + q2
α
)
. (23)
The solution of this system is


α =
(q2)
2
q4−(q2)
2
β = q
2
q4−(q2)
2
. (24)
In order to use (24), we should require the equivalene of the rst two even
moments of (11) to those of the ideal sintillator response, whih an be easily
alulated with (9):
q2 = µ2 + µ(1 + v1);
q4 = µ(1 + 6µ+ 4µ2 + v21(3 + 2µ) + 2v1(3 + 8µ+ 2µ
2)) +
(
q2
)2
.
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